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•  M e e t i n g  M i n u t e s  •  

 
Agenda Item 1 – Welcome (Jim Useldinger) 
Jim Useldinger called the meeting to order at 9:02 AM. The role was called and a sign in sheet 
passed in the room.  There were multiple meeting minutes posted to the website from previous 
meetings in the last couple weeks.  Sept 28, Oct 27, Nov 10, and Nov 30 meetings had minutes 
posted.  Kyle McMenamin motioned to approve the 4 sets of minutes, Dave Pritchard seconded, 
motion passed unanimously. 
 
David Pham, Empire District Electric, has Anthony Due’s proxy. 
 
Greg Sorenson requested to add 15 minutes on the agenda to talk about some RE items.   
 
Agenda Item 2 – Membership (Jim Useldinger) 
 
ORWG membership currently stands at 14 members.  GRDA has requested to add a member, 
Doug Callison.  Jim asked for feedback about the nomination.  Allen motioned to accept the 
nomination for membership and to begin the formal process.  Paul Lampe seconded the motion.  
The motion passed unanimously.     
 
Jim will appoint him temporarily until the board approves the membership per the SPP By-laws. 
 
Agenda Item 3 – Business Practice Review (Clint Savoy/Grant Wilkerson) 
1. BPR_018 Generation Interconnection Procedures – Grant discussed the Business Practice 

changes since the last review. 
 
Kyle requested clarification on the financially responsible statement on #3, page 2.  Grant 
said that if a customer comes to you, you can either require the customer to submit to SPP, 
or you can do it on their behalf.    Kyle asked if you do it on their behalf, are you financially 
responsible?  Yes, for the study cost. 
There are additional comments that will be added, discussed on 1/26 in their next meeting.   
 
The suggestion is to table this document and bring it back next meeting, once BPWG 
meeting is concluded.  Forward comments to Clint for their 1/26 meeting.   
 
Darrell (ITC) asked what the value of adding the financial statement in #3, page 2.  The TO 
was the only one who could do it in the Goldenspread example.  The TO would have to do 
everything and then pass the cost on to the generator owner.  It has almost come full circle.  
Ron added that this gives 2 choices, from an owner’s perspective, it is better.   
 
The initial discussion is that there are no reliability concerns. 
 

Agenda Item 4 – RE Discussion (Greg Sorenson) 
Greg displayed a presentation regarding items the RE has encountered in audits and reviews 
over the last year.    
 



Loss of Control Center Functionality: A loss is considered if some functionality is lost for more 
than 30 minutes, not just a total loss.   
 
100 kV and above only included in the misoperations slides discussed by Greg.  There seems to 
be a somewhat large number of misoperations. 
 
Ron Gunderson and Greg Mcauley suggested that in some of the recorded conversations that 
are reviewed the situation may not be as bad as it sounds.  It is suggested that the operators 
involved in the conversations  are already familiar with who they are talking to and have the same 
common displays to see what is going on.  Greg Sorenson said he will pass that back to his team.   
 
Jim asked how many audits this year?  Six onsite and approximately 12 offsite will be conducted. 
 
Jason provided the slides to the distribution list. 
 
10 minute break. 10:00 – 10:10 AM 
 
Agenda Item 5 – Market PRR Review (Carrie Simpson) 
1. EIS PRR 240 – Non-Dispatchable Resources Curtailment- minor changes for QFs.  This 

PRR will calculate a curtailment limit for non-dispatchable units such as those in testing or 
wind resources.  The design treats the resource like there is a schedule, to calculate 
curtailments.  FERC did not accept the PRR initially.  There was FERC concern that SPP 
was somehow manipulating transmission service but this was a misunderstanding of SPP’s 
design.  Essentially this is no change from the original design, except further explanation of 
how the curtailments are calculated. 
 
Upon approval, how long before it goes into service?  Jason responded that SPP is ready to 
go.  The software was installed in 2011 and has already been tested.  He’s not sure what the 
level of activity for CWG was for PRR211.  Usually when FERC approves things, it’s effective 
60 days from that date.  This would go to CWG when approved, because there are member 
impacting changes necessary. 
 
The RTWG has reviewed this PRR and made a few tariff based comments.  The group 
agreed to consider only the MWG language, because that is what was provided to ORWG, 
the version difference between the RTWG and MWG versions do not impact reliability. Ron 
Gunderson motioned to approve the MWG version and Allen Klassen seconded.  The motion 
passed unanimously.   
 

2. MPRR 40 – Clarification of Jointly Owned Units 
ORWG previously approved with concerns that SPP should provide the sum total unit 
dispatch.  MWG updated the MPRR with the requested language.  Dave Pritchard motioned 
to approve the MPRR, John Stephens seconded the motion, motion passed unanimously. 
 

3. MPRR 42 – Remove Export Interchange Transaction Bids for Supplemental Reserves 
Kyle asked why we wanted to remove a creative way to provide supplemental product.  Staff 
determined that the cost to manage it and associate with the right reserve zones, would be 
more cost prohibitive than the potential reliability and cost benefit gained under the proposed 
design.  The BA can always cut sales when they are in an EEA situation.  This just makes it 
more of a manual process. 
 
Kyle said this is potentially in conflict with a JOA they have in place.  The JOA was a result of 
FERC action on how one of their DC ties was administered.  It will likely be discussed at 
MOPC.  Jim asked if there were reliability concerns.  Kyle said yes.  John Stephens said 
there is a concern anytime we’re taking an option off the table.  Jason said it’s still available, 
we can cut the sale, but we would not be looking at the supplemental reserves of this type of 



transaction, because we’ll be procuring the reserves needed which may mean bringing on an 
offline unit.   
 
Others can submit a new MPRR if they can find a way to work this out, cost effectively.   
 
Carrie mentioned that they proposed Criteria changes (6.2.6), when marketplace goes live.  
There was concern that removing this causes a conflict with the Criteria.  They would like 
ORWG to be involved in that discussion/decision.  Jason doesn’t believe there is a conflict 
with Criteria.  This will be part of the Criteria review because Criteria still refers to 
Supplemental Reserve as Ready Reserve.   
 
Jason said an impact is that there is a possibility of using a supplemental unit instead of 
curtailing a supplemental transaction.  Ron asked for why a staff person would need to check, 
spend the time on this.  Jason said that someone would have to calculate the effect of cutting 
the schedule and the impact of the curtailment.  The true impact to the market has to be 
calculated.  We can’t give them the full impact of the schedule if it looks like it’s coming from 
a different area.  Ron said you can give it to Kyle, probably not the correct reserve zone.  
Jason said potentially one zone would get the money; a different zone would get the benefit.  
Analysis on Day Ahead (who offered, where did it actually go), if deployed, and then on the 
settlement side.   
 
Greg Mcauley suggested that assuming they can come up with the reserves to replace these; 
it is a business impact, not reliability impact.  The battle over the supplemental reserves will 
be held at the next MOPC.  Jason said if it were limited to Xcel’s situation just limited to 
across a DC tie, there is enough understanding to manage it, but as others are potentially 
added in, the analysis can become complicated.  Kyle said they use this to meet their 
supplemental reserves.  Ron said there is not a huge reliability impact, but there is some.  
John said that if the amount of exports becomes bigger, the potential impact is greater to 
Reliability.   
Jason added comments to the MPRR.   
 
Allen moved to reject the MPRR with the comment read to the meeting attendees.  Ron 
Gunderson seconded the motion.  Greg McAuley, OGE, is abstaining from the vote.  There 
weren’t any “no” votes.   
 
Jason commented that this will be revisited with Staff, with additional parameters for the 
evaluation.   
 

4. MPRR 46 – Correction to Calculation of Available ARRs for Self-Conversion…. 
No reliability concerns.  Ron Gunderson made a motion that this is not reliability related; 
Dave Pritchard seconded the motion, passed unanimously. 
 

5. MPRR’s upcoming or status updates [9, 18, 43, 47,…] 
a. MPRR9 – This was the addition of the Not Participating commitment status.  The 

group reviewed the ORWG comment when this was rejected.  ORWG didn’t think 
that any resource should be able to not participate in the day ahead.  This will go to 
MOPC with ORWG and MWG perspective.  MOPC will have to decide which 
language to approve. 

b. MPRR18 – Outage resources in CROW. MWG reviewed ORWG comments to 
include recallable resources.  MWG liked the potential of this design, but suggested it 
should be an MPRR proposal to make that addition.  MWG decided to go with the 
intent of the original MPRR.   
 
Greg had comments on 9 and 18 from his company.  Jason said they can be 
submitted as an outage, environmental, with a time of longer then 24 hours.  Greg’s 
company supported both MPRRs and the addition of recallable.  John added that if a 



unit can’t run, it’s unavailable, if it can but they don’t want to play in the market, it’s 
reliability.   
 
Bill asked how we would track who has the capacity for that day.  The grid switchers 
want to choose which market they are in.  Carrie said MPRR41 refers to this.   

 
c. MPRR43 – external operating reserves.  They are close to recommending something 

that will be ready in Jan.  Jason provided Staff’s current thoughts on this design in the 
meeting materials.   

 
d. MPRR47 – TOP turning on resources to mitigate local issues.  Just a heads up on 

this MPRR.  It will have an impact on reliability. 
 
Lunch break – 12:05 – 1:00 
 
Agenda Item 6 – Integrated Marketplace/CBA Items (Jason Smith) 
1. Readiness – There have been questions/concerns from some members with SPP’s 

readiness for the BA responsibilities.  The day-to-day activities SPP was undertaking weren’t 
always transparent so there was some uncertainty on what SPP was doing.  SPP is having a 
day in the life exercise the week of Jan 30.  The plan is to eventually invite some ORWG and 
CBASC members to come in and participate/observe to provide feedback and gain 
understanding of SPP’s processes when it becomes the BA.  SPP will be going through an 
operating day as a table-top exercise.  (1) Perfect day scenario, to develop baseline.  (2) start 
adding in complications, load/wind forecast errors, contingencies.  Resource, system, etc 
constraints.     

 
2. Procedure Development for CBA – This is the ultimate outcome of the day in the life exercise 

mentioned previously. 
 

3. CBA EOPS Task Force 
 
EOP-006-2 makes it the RC that contacts the TOP, not the BA.  Greg mentioned a concern that 
there is a gap between what is done now by the BA and what will be done by the CBA.   
Ron said they bring there units up starting with small islands, at some point, the frequency 
becomes a concern if they aren’t doing that.  Jason said the RC will do the Interconnection 
Checklist, who and how will frequency be controlled.   
 
 
Agenda Item 7 – Black Start/Restorations (Jason Smith) 
Currently 2 documents make up the Blackstart/Restoration plans for the region.  EOP-006-2 
makes the RC need to approve the individual TOP plans.  There aren’t any documented criteria 
for the RC to base approval on, currently.  Each requirement in the new standard will likely 
become a chapter/section in the RC’s plan.   
 
Ron said they have a high level strategy document that didn’t get specific.  Jason asked if it was 
similar to an example of build the 345 kV backbone and let everyone tie into the 345.  Most 
commented that you have to build the lower voltage first.  Jim and Allen have to get to Wolf Creek 
first.  Offsite power to nuclear units would be first on the list.  Allan George suggested knowing 
your neighbors plans, in order to get assistance if/when needed.  Jason would like all blackstart 
capable units, in the plan, but not under the requirement of being tested.  Darrel said they have a 
designation like that in their plan – Blackstart Resources (BRs) and Blackstart Capable (BC) 
designations. 
 
MISO has a capacity resource option; no one is using it yet.   
 



Future Meeting:  Documents to review for Blackstart, July 1, 2013 we’ll need to have the RC 
piece ready to meet the new Standard. 
 
One doc to satisfy EOP-006-2, with the chapters/sections, is the plan that Jason has in mind.   
 
Regarding the existing blackstart and regional restoration plans, the annual review requirement 
will be performed by April 1.  Send revisions to Jason Smith, it will be posted to OPS1.  Some 
revisions have been made recently. 
 
A revision to the previously approved Interconnection Checklist was proposed by Kathy Myhand.  
In cells 11a and 11b, just a check to make sure the phase angle was taken into consideration.  
Maybe not the values, because they are constantly changing.  This is an Appendix to the 
Blackstart Plan and is used in training during drills.  The consensus is to adjust frequency to bring 
slip angle close together and close when in acceptable limits.   
 
Send changes to the Blackstart Plan to Jason when ready, the document can change as needed, 
the April 1 deadline is simply for the minimum annual review.   
 
Post updated Interconnection Checklist version to OPS1.  (Jason) 
 
Jason to start/continue the EOP-006-2 Blackstart version for review by this group.   
Break 2:15 – 2:30 
 
Agenda Item 8 – Outage Coordination (CROW comments, policy, outage metrics) (Jason 
Smith) 
Jason displayed the Outage metrics containing data from OPS1 and CROW.   
 
New facilities under construction are entered in the CROW system as being in an outage, until 
the facility comes into service.   
 
One issue was raised regarding making corrections to information on an outage request.  When 
submitting a change, makes it so they can’t Implement the outage.  Allen said they encounter this 
a few times.  Jason said SPP has the ability to force status changes, and if they run into 
problems, 24 x 7, the Shift Engineers can help with issues.  They aren’t as familiar as Jason’s 
team, but they can help or call one of the Outage Coordinators for assistance after hours. 
 
Jason sent an email to the registered CROW users, lots of requests for changes to the outage 
planned end date.  Instead of marking it complete and filling out the actual end time of the outage, 
they are requesting a change to the planned end date.  This is not necessary and seems like 
simply users are doing things like the old OPS1.  When an outage has ended, users should 
change the status to Complete, which will force an update to the Actual End Time and mark the 
outage as ended.  Requesting a change requires SPP to act on that change before the outage 
stops being sent to downstream systems. 
 
Ron has a couple issues where they extended an outage and it didn’t get updated completely 
from their perspective.  If you get locked out from making status changes, and it’s not flagged as 
an MTE, let Jason know because that is a bug.  If it’s a 345, 230 or tie line that has been flagged 
as an MTE, the RC must approve changes before you can take the outage.   
 
If you are submitting an outage that is not being approved in a timely fashion… let Jason know.   
 
Training can do a continuing education class as a net conference or something.  Jason said they 
have done some training ad hoc, takes about an hour.  Jason said they would like to create a 
tutorial that could be available from the spp.org site.  Ron suggested using the test system, where 
they could log in and submit something in an unbreakable area.  The group agreed that they 
would like the online recorded training, so it doesn’t need to be scheduled for new people. 



 
Jason can email test scripts – add outages, modified outages, canceled, completed, etc….  
 
Bill asked if Appendix 12 would be rewritten before the Market.  Individual scenarios need to be 
revisited.   
 
Jason displayed and walked through the more robust internal version of CROW that his team 
uses. 
 
Neil requested that Jason discuss an OPS1 issue with retired equipment.  Maybe an annual 
review of the equipment to keep the list accurate.  There should be a CROW report created 
where the user can create a clean equipment list.   (Jason) 
 
The alternate name can be changed to match the users internal names.  Send requested 
changes to Jason for alternate names.  Select in CROW whether you want to use the Common or 
Alternate Names (or SPP EMS Name).  This is by a default value per user.   
 
Has there been any discussion with the RE if this will be accepted for the compliance need to 
have an agreed upon common name?  As long as the RC can see the same name the Owner is 
seeing, there isn’t a problem.  The RC can see all 3 names in their screens. 
 
Mike asked where this goes from here.  Voltage control and other peripheral items could be 
added.  Jason said there is a capability; lots of outages come through email.  20 – 30 equipment 
types can be added, if we chose to.  SPP doesn’t have the intent and/or a timeline at this time.  
It’s at the mercy of this group.   Jason should create a list of items that would be of use to the RC 
as a starting point for the discussion.  Staff will add some equipment types (breakers and reactive 
devices) to CROW, we will create the spreadsheet of data associated.  We’ll send it out like the 
trans/gen list that was sent.  You can add what you want.   
 
Email reporting directly from CROW is not functional as of now.  There are a few types of canned 
reports available.   
 
Ron asked if they are required to submit an outage for any resource over 25 MW.  RSS need the 
information for over 50 MW.  In Appendix 7, it says 25 MW.  A wind farm for SPP is treated as a 
single source, so over 25 MW capability lost for a wind farm would need to be submitted.  If a 
Psuedo Tie, let the host BA worry about it.  Allen said that Criteria 6 doesn’t take into account the 
whole wind farm, only the individual units. 
 
Can there be an association, linking a bus outage, that will know that the bus has an effect on the 
device?  Yes, it’s known as an equipment group.  The discrete devices should be modeled, but 
the group can also be created.  
 
Agenda Item 9 – BAL-002/PacifiCorp Settlement (Ron Gunderson) 
There are two pdfs in the meeting material.  Ron reviewed portions of both documents.   
 
The documents refer to an event  in the PacifiCorp area.  Anytime any event greater than 80% of 
the single largest contingency occurs they are DCS reportable, there may be some implications 
going forward for multiple events in a short period of time.  The settlement infers that the 
measurement part of the BAL-002 standard for reporting to NERC is irrelevant.  Only the 
requirement language counts. 
 
Ron would like some discussion on how we prepare for this.  Do we need more reserves?  At this 
time 
 
What is the definition of an “event”?  The multiple contingency exception language is removed 
from the new wording.  The 15 minutes is from the start of the event.   



 
Most Severe Single Contingency Survey 
Jason displayed the MSSC survey results for 2011.  In order to meet our MSSC requirement, we 
must carry 1743 MW.  The highest values for the 100% and 50% are listed in RSS.  Generally we 
carry 1860, we are required to carry 1743.   
Ratings in the presentation seem to be low, Wolf Creek replaced a turbine last year, and the 
numbers went up slightly.  The information that came back was 1190 for Wolf Creek and 1200 for 
Grand Gulf.   
 
Based on the discussion, does anything need to change for the reserves being carried based on 
the PacifiCorp settlement. 
 
Agenda Item 10 – IROL Relief Guide Update (Neil Robertson) 
Updated guide was posted in December.  Topology changes, etc… led to removal of some IROLs 
in the Kansas City area.  Cooper South was left.   
 
When additional generation was added at IATAN, the IROL limits needed to be re-verified.  There 
were several IROL’s in the same corridor protecting the same area.  It was agreed to remove the 
redundancy in the corridor by reducing the # of IROLs.   
 
Jason suggested adding an annual review of IROL Relief Guide.  April 1, 2012 review date to 
keep in line with the Blackstart plan. 
 
The RCs can get the shift factors on flowgates every 5 minutes.   
 
There was then discussion regarding IROL and SOL limits and how those limits are related to the 
ratings.  The SOL limit should be the lower number of any limitation on a facility.  All facilities 
have a rating, but not all facilities are SOLs per SPP RC’s SOL methodology.  SOL ratings can’t 
exceed the facility rating.  IROL is usually higher than the facility rating, but not always.     
 
Ron asked about the evaluation for outages, daily, weekly, etc… for IROL limits.  Potential IROLS 
are evaluated based on Criteria 12.3.  The SPP process looks for a post contingent thermal value 
of 120% of the emergency rating or more than 3 buses with post contingent voltage less than 
0.90pu. It is considered a potential IROL at that point. They determine if the potential IROL could 
be an actual through further analysis.  Analysis would have to show uncontrolled cascading that 
threatens the Interconnect.  If a confirmed IROL they notify the RC and assign the IROL limit.   
 
Agenda Item 11 – Load and Capability (Jason Smith) 
OATI is working to move the Load and Capability functionality from OPS1 to RSS.  SPP should 
get a test version in a couple weeks.  It will be rolled out through the CWG after SPP approves it.   
 
The original project was to evaluate a complete OPS1 replacement, which spawned the Outage 
Scheduler application (now CROW) replacement, the remaining items in OPS1 should be moved 
or updated later.  Load and Capability was identified as a potential candidate for moving out of 
OPS1.  The idea is to enter the data directly into RSS and eliminate some of the data transfers 
and overhead in SPP’s systems.  The members can enter their data directly into RSS.  It will 
retain reporting capability for compliance evidence.   
 
Mike asked if it would continue to be a daily requirement, not a real time update change.  Yes, 
daily… even in the New Marketplace design.  Less fields, same type of data.  There’s no timeline 
available yet.  The RC will see a green/red indication by entity in RSS when data has been 
entered. 
 
Ron said they have RSS issues periodically, sometimes only RSS and rest of OATI is available.  
Dave said they have similar problems; they are working with their IT department.  It seems to be 



an OATI problem.  Jason asked that when trouble tickets are entered for OATI issues, contact the 
RC to keep them informed of issues so SPP can keep pressure on OATI to resolve them.   
 
Mike asked if this would require another OATI certificate.  No, same application, same view, 
same certificate.   
 
Allan George has different OPS1 backgrounds that display at the primary and backup site.  No 
one else seemed to have the same instance.  Jason said it may be a different certificate string 
with the same name.   
 
Ended at 4:54 PM 
Starting at 8 AM tomorrow. 
 
Jim called the meeting to order at 8:01 AM, 1/13/2012 
 
Agenda Item 12 – General Criteria Review per MOPC Action Item (Jason Smith) 
SPP Staff, namely the Compliance group has been working on a MOPC action item to performa 
top to bottom review of Criteria for deletion, moving to another document, or simply updating.  
ORWG was identified as having ownership or review responsibility for several sections of Criteria.  
Jason added a comment submittal section to each ORWG section. 
 
Danny asked how long we have to review the information.  Jason said there is no real time 
pressure at this point; MOPC will look at it in April and expect at least some progress.  Danny 
suggested we each add to the highlighted area.  Ron suggested we remove redundant Standard 
language where possible.  Jason agreed with that with the exception of the ones that are required 
to be in documentation.   
 
There are some duplicates in 5.2.1.1 and Appendix 12.   
 
Jason made notes in his version of the document for discussed rewording and areas that need 
modification.  Those changes will be documented there. 
 
Jason to send reminder for Criteria comments before the 2/23/12 meeting.   
 
Break 9:23  
 
Agenda Item 13 – Directives and COM-002-2 (Jim Useldinger/Terry Oxandale) 
Jim requested Terry to provide some information related to Directives and COM-002.  New TOP-
001 (draft), includes a reliability directive definition.  COM draft standards are out for comment.   
 
Terry provided examples of differences in directives issued by his operators, commented that he 
reviews all directives issued, and provided some information about how the directives are 
received. 
 
Jim asked about the difference between a directive and routine operating instruction?  Terry said 
it’s based on the discussion, if there is a difference of opinion, or the member asks for the RC to 
issue it as a directive, then it is formalized and goes through the directive process. 
 
Darrel and Greg commented that they leave it to the operator discretion if a “Directive” is needed.  
They suggest using 3-part communication if it is an important item, but generally they only pull 
“Directives” logged as such for audits.   
 
Greg read some of the comments for the new COM Standard draft.  
 



Darrel asked if it was a Directive starting from the RC, how far down the chain is it a directive.  
Greg responded that for example it is a directive from the RC to the BA, BA to the TOP, but below 
that it’s not considered part of the directive path.   
 
There was discussion about the Operating Guides that are developed for outages and special 
situations and the approval for the guide being optional but still strongly encouraged by all parties. 
 
Agenda Item 14 – TLR/DCS/OEC Reports (Jason Smith) 
 
Jason has the TLR and DCS reports available.   
 
Jason and Kathy wanted to have a discussion about the OEC Report.  The group discussed the 
value of an OEC report summary for the ORWG.  They would like a report to be readily available 
so they can check their records.  They would like the OEC Report posted to OPS1 Report Tool.   
 
Daily Ops Report – weather forecast, BA peak forecasts, RSG, total reserves online and a 
section of outages.  Jason will post this to OPS1 Report Tool.   
 
Agenda Item 15 – Other Items 
 

 
There still should be a discussion on EEA’s and OEC’s that Greg is working on with Terry.  
Report for next meeting. 
 
 
Agenda Item 16 – Next Meeting 
 
Feb 23, 2012 is the next scheduled meeting.  It is a conference call.   
The entire list is posted on spp.org.   
 
 
Agenda Item 17 – Action Items (Kathy Myhand) 
 

1. Post updated Interconnection Checklist version to OPS1.  (Jason) 
 

2. Jason to start/continue the EOP-006-2 Blackstart version for review by this group.   
 

3. Send Outage Metrics to distribution list. (Jason) 
 

4. There should be a CROW report created where the user can create a clean equipment 
list.   (Jason) 
 

5. Staff will add some additional equipment types to CROW such as breakers, capacitors, 
etc. for review.  No requirements yet to submit outages on these via CROW.  (Jason) 
 

6. Compare Criteria (5) with the Reliability Plan.  (Staff) 
 

7. Jason to send reminder for Criteria comments before the 2/23/2012 meeting.   
 

8. OEC Report to be posted to OPS1 Report Tool.   
 

9. Posting of Daily Ops Report to OPS1 Report Tool. 
 

Agenda Item 18 – Adjournment (Jim Useldinger) 
 
Meeting adjourned at 10:44 AM. 
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